FEATURES AT A GLANCE

FAST
• Delivers same-day SWIFT gpi-compliant fund transfers to any gpi participating bank worldwide
• Identifies immediately whether senders/recipient are qualified for gpi and routes the transaction accordingly

RELIABLE AND TRANSPARENT
• Ensures all gpi transactions meet stringent receipt, funds availability and confirmation requirements, and provides alerts to ensure timely responses
• Provides full transparency of deadlines met, fees, FX rates, confirmations and more — reducing inquiries and improving customer experience
• Supports SWIFT’s cloud service, providing customers with fast, easy access to transaction data and statuses

REVENUE-GENERATING
• Offers opportunities to create fast, reliable premium services tailored to ensure optimal customer experience and a competitive edge

ACI’S gpi SOLUTION FOR ACI MONEY TRANSFER SYSTEM™

FAST, RELIABLE, CROSS-BORDER PAYMENTS

ACI’s SWIFT gpi solution for ACI Money Transfer System™ effectively supports SWIFT’s new global payments innovation (gpi) initiative, driving business value to you and your customers for cross-border payments:

• **Comprehensive**: Fully developed and updated SWIFT-compliant solution
• **Configurable**: Rapid deployment through standardized configuration
• **Integrated**: Seamlessly integrated with your payment flows and interfaces
CROSS-BORDER PAYMENTS FOR THE REAL-TIME WORLD

In today’s real-time, any-to-any payments world, traditional cross-border payments are struggling to keep pace. New players, new technologies and new schemes are offering customers more choice. SWIFT gpi enables secure cross-border payments that are fast, predictable, efficient and transparent, ensuring an ideal customer experience and providing new opportunities to drive revenue.

GET UP TO SPEED WITH gpi

ACI’s SWIFT gpi solution enables you to quickly offer gpi services through an on-premise or cloud-based deployment. It provides your customers with the fast, transparent and reliable cross-border funds transfer services they demand, while enabling you to continue to leverage the flexibility, reliability, security and cost-efficiencies of ACI’s market-leading Money Transfer System.

CREATE NEW PRODUCTS, IMPROVE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

ACI’s SWIFT gpi solution is an add-on module for Money Transfer System that fully supports gpi services through:

• **Rule building and automation:** Define standard or custom rules to identify and validate if payment originators, customers, as well as originating and receiving banks, are gpi-eligible. Includes the unique, permanent gpi identifier (UETR) in the message header and immediately routes the payment, ensuring same-day funds receipt. If payments are non-gpi-eligible, they automatically fall back to traditional SWIFT rules and are routed accordingly.

• **Revenue generation:** Create differentiated pricing for FX rates and fees for gpi services through automated processes

• **Transparency:** Ensures the 140-character remittance data required by SWIFT is complete and sent with every gpi transaction. All gpi-eligible participants can access their gpi transaction-related data — including origination, intermediary, fees/rates, settlement times and receipt confirmations — quickly and easily via SWIFT’s cloud tracker service.
ACI Worldwide, the Universal Payments (UP) company, powers electronic payments for more than 5,100 organizations around the world. More than 1,000 of the largest financial institutions and intermediaries, as well as thousands of global merchants, rely on ACI to execute $14 trillion each day in payments and securities. In addition, myriad organizations utilize our electronic bill presentment and payment services. Through our comprehensive suite of software solutions delivered on customers’ premises or through ACI’s private cloud, we provide real-time, immediate payments capabilities and enable the industry’s most complete omni-channel payments experience.